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A DUALITY THEOREM FOR INTERPOLATION METHODS

ASSOCIATED TO POLYGONS
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(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. We investigate dual spaces of interpolation spaces defined by means

of polygons. We first show that dual spaces may fail to be intermediate spaces

with respect to the dual Ar-tuple, and then we prove that dual spaces of J-

spaces can be identified with closed subspaces of .if-spaces generated by the

dual N-tuple.

0. Introduction

Duality is one of the points in interpolation theory where one meets serious
obstructions in extending results on classical interpolation methods for couples

of Banach spaces to methods defined with respect to an TV-tuple (TV > 3). For

instance, the well-known equality for couples

ïiÂ)'=A(Â>)

(see [1, Theorem 2.7.1]) is no longer valid for an TV-tuple of Banach spaces

(see [9]). This setback means that duals of interpolation spaces generated by an

TV-tuple might not be intermediate spaces with respect to the dual TV-tuple .

Duality for interpolation methods that extend the classical complex method
to TV-tuples has been discussed in a number of papers in the literature (see, for
example, [6, 14, 10, 8]), but it seems that very few results are known on duality

for multidimensional methods related to the classical real method. The aim of

the present note is to investigate this question.

We establish a duality result for interpolation methods defined by means of

polygons n in the plane R2 (see [5]). In particular, our result applies to Sparr's

spaces [15] (case when n is equal to the simplex) and to Fernandez's spaces

[11] (n equal to the unit square). For the latter, this problem was studied

earlier by Fernandez [12], but his arguments have some inaccuracies (see [13]).

In fact, our results show that certain duality formulae in [12] are incorrect.
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1. Interpolation methods defined by means of polygons

Let A = {Ax, ... , AN} be a Banach TV-tuple, that is, TV Banach spaces
d.j (1 < j < TV) which are continuously embedded in a common Hausdorff

topological vector space. Their intersection A(A) — Ax n • ■ • n An and their

sum "L(A) - Ax H-h AN are then also Banach spaces when normed by

\\ah(Ä) = 1§gríllalk>

and

^IMU : a = Y<ai ' aJeAj\-

Let n = Pi • • • Pn be a convex polygon in the plane R2, with vertices P, =
(xj ,yj). In what follows, it will be useful to imagine each space Aj from the

TV-tuple A as sitting on the vertex P¡ (j — I, ... , TV).

Given any two positive numbers t, s, we may equivalently renorm A(A) by

the /-functional (with respect to the polygon II)

J(t,s;a)=mjaf{txis»\\a\\Aj}.

Similarly, the üf-functional

Ç^IKIU, :   a = 5>, aj£Aj\

defines an equivalent norm to || \\z,j, .

Let now 1 < q < oo, and let (a, ß) be any interior point of II [(a, ß) £

Intn]. The interpolation space A(aß)<g.K is defined as the set of all elements

a £ S(/4) having finite norm

^    (2-am-ß"Ki2m,2n;a)y)

,n)ei2 )

1/«

\ ""       I 'y—am—Bnvr-\m    ~in .  ~\ \     I

(m

On the other hand, the /-space A(aß)<q.j consists of all those elements a £

1.ÍA) which can be represented in the form

a=     ^     Um,„

(m,n)6Z2

(convergence in Z(^4)) with («m,„)cA(^) and

|    £    (2-am-f>nJi2m,2n;um,n))q\      <oo.

\(m,n)eZ2 /
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We equip this space with the norm

£    (2-am-f>nJi2m,2n;um,„j)|a||(a,0),,;J=inf<

where the infimum is taken over all representations (wm,n) as above.

These interpolation spaces were introduced by Peetre and the first author in
[5]. Besides this article, we also refer to [4, 2, 3] for the theory of interpolation
spaces associated to polygons.

It is possible to give a continuous characterization of A(atß^q.jc and

■d{a,ß),q;j » using integrals instead of sums, but it will not be required here.

In contrast to the classical case of Banach couples, where K- and /-spaces
coincide to within equivalence of norms, in our multidimensional context we

only have that ^(Q,^),9;/ is continuously embedded in ^4(a, #),?;* • They are
different in general.

Next we show some concrete cases of these spaces.

Example 1.1. If n is equal to the simplex {(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1)} and a >
0, /? > 0 with a + ß < 1, we recover spaces studied by Sparr in [15].

Example 1.2. If II coincides with the unit square {(0,0),(1,0),(0,1),(1,1)}
and 0 < a, ß < 1, then we obtain spaces considered by Fernandez in [11, 12,
13].

The following estimate will be crucial for the counterexample in §2, and

has independent interest. For a £ AiA), it relates its norm ||fl||(Qi^)iî;/ in

A{a,ß),q;j to norms in the A/s.

Given (a, ß) £ Intn where JJ = Px- ■ Pn , we denote by ¿Pa,ß the collec-

tion of all those triples {/, k, r} such that (a, ß) belongs to the triangle with
vertices P¡, P^, Pr.

Theorem 1.3. Let II = Px ■ ■ ■ PN be a convex polygon with Pj = (x,-, y¡) for j =

1, ... , TV, let 1 < q < oo, (a, ß) £ IntII, and let ¿Pa,ß be the set defined

before. Assume that A = {Ax, ... , An} is a Banach TV-tuple . Then there

exists a constant C > 0 , depending only on n and (a, ß), such that for any

a £ AiA) we have

\\a\\(aj),q;J < Cmax{\\a\\%\\a\\%\\a\\% : {i, k, r}£&a,ß}

where (c¡, c¿, cr) stands for the barycentric coordinates of (a, ß) with respect

to Pi,Pk,Pr.

Proof. We may assume that q = 1, because ^(a,^),i;y is continuously embed-

ded in A(aß)>q.yj with norm 1.

Given any a £ AiA) and (m, «) £ 1? , the sequence

u        \a   if (r, s) = im,n),
] 0   otherwise
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is a representation of a as required in the /-space. Therefore,

\\a\\(a,ß),x.j<2-am-ilnJi2m,2";a)

= msx {2(x'-a)m+{y'-ß)n\\a\\A} .
\<j<N '

Since im, n) was taken arbitrarily in 1?, we obtain that

¡N(a, *),!;./<       inf
(m,n)ez2

< C   inf
i>0,i>0

max {2^-0>BI+^-^"||fl|L.}
l<j<N '

max {^-V^llalh }

where the constant C only depends on n and (a, ß) . The last infimum was

calculated in [3, Theorem 1.9]. It turned out to be

max{||a||«J|a||%||ö||£ :{i,*,r} €#,.,}

where 0 < C/, c*, cr < I, c¡ + c^ + cr - 1, and (a, /?) = c,P, + c^Pt + crPr.

This proves the assertion.

2. Duality

Subsequently, we suppose that the Banach TV-tuple A = {Ax, ... , ^4^} is

regular, meaning that AiA) is dense in each A¡ ij = 1, ... , TV) . Then the

dual space A* of Aj can be identified with a subspace A'j of AiA)* . Thus, the

family Ä = {A\, ... , AN} is a Banach TV-tuple too. Moreover, according to
[9, Proposition 4.1], we have that

AiA)* — liA')   (equal norms).

It follows easily from the definition of the /-space that AiA) is dense in

A(a,ß),q;j if q < oo . Hence we can also realize the dual space of ^(a,/?),?;y

as a subspace (^(Q,/j),?;y)' of AiA)* = £(/i') . But now, unlike the case of the

classical real method, the space iA(a,ß),q;j)' may fail to be an intermediate

space with respect to the dual TV-tuple A'. Next we show this by means of a

counterexample where

A(^) t (Äa,ß),a;j)' ■

Our construction is similar to those used in [6, Appendix 1] and [10, §6] to
investigate certain questions on multidimensional complex methods.

Counterexample 2.1. Let II = Pi • • • Pv be any convex polygon with vertices

Pj U = 1, ... , TV), and let (a, ß) £ Intn such that (a, ß) belongs to the

interior of the triangles PxPN-XPn and PN-iPn-iPn (see Figure 2.1).
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P*

Pi
Pn-

Pn-2

Figure 2.1

Consider the following Banach TV-tuple A of scalar sequence spaces:

{oo OO ^

i = (im): Kh=   E  l^|<ooand   £ ¿m = ol ,
m=-oo m=-oo J

4sr-i = ji = (£«) : ||ÍIU_,=   E  minil^^l^Kooj ,

AN = U = iU-m\AN=   £   minil^-^l^^ool .
I. m=—oo J

It is not hard to verify that AiA) = Ax is dense in each A¡ ij = 1, ... , TV) .

Thus A is a regular TV-tuple.

Next let / be the linear functional defined on AiA) by

—oo

'»m/(« = £&, = - E f»
m=0 m=-l

It is clear that / admits a continuous extension to each Aj (j = I, ... , N) .

Hence f £ A(A'). Nevertheless f& (^(Q,/}),?;y)'. We shall check it by showing

a sequence (z,,)^, c A(/4) such that

(z„) converges to 0 in A{a>ßhq-j

but
/(z„) = l   for « = 1,2,....

Given m G Z , we designate by <5(m) the scalar sequence which is zero at

all coordinates but the «ith coordinate where it is one, and for « = 1, 2, •• •
we put z„ = á<"> - ¿(-n). Obviously (zn) c A(¿) = ¿i  and f(zH) = 1 for
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«=1,2,.... It remains to see that (z„) is a null sequence in A(a^q.j •

For this purpose take 1 5^« < m and let us estimate the norms of r5("> - S^

and of r5<-"> - 6^m^ in A{a^hq.j . Since

||¿W_¿(m)|U=... = ||¿W_<5(m)||^_i=2

and
\\SW - ô(m)\\AN = 2~n + 2~m <2x~n ,

it follows from Theorem 1.3 and the choice of (a, ß) that

H^(«) _¿("i)ii,   0,

< Cmax{||r5(n' -ô^\\%\\ô^n) -S^\\\\\ö^ -ô{m)\\% : {i, k, r} £&a,ß}

= C2Cl2C22C3(1_n)

for some 0 < Ci, c2, C3 < 1 with cx + c2 + C3 = 1 . Hence

\\S{H)-0-{m)ka,ß),q;J<C21-0»

where 0 < 6 = c3 < 1 . For ô^n) - ô{~m) we have

||¿<») _ ¿(-)|U/v = Hai-») _ ¿<-«)|U = ... = Ijáí-») _ ¿(-^lU^ = 2

while
\\g{-") _ <J<-'«)||yljy_| = 2~n + 2~m < 2x~n .

Therefore, using again Theorem 1.3 and taking into account the choice of

(a,ß), we conclude that

||<í(-«)_¿(-)||(a)/?K?;y<C21-^

where 0 < p < 1 .
For (m, n) £ N2 set

tfm,n) _ (¿(h) _ ¿(m)) _ (g(-n) _ ¿{-m)y

The previous estimates give

P(m'n)||(a, ß),q;J < C[2X~e min<m ■ "> + 21"" min{m ' "}] .

So

U{m'n) - ¿{k'n)\\{a,ß),q;j = l|A(",,*)||(.,«,,;.r — 0 as min{m, k} — 00 .

In other words, the sequence  (¿(m'n))^=1   is convergent in ^(a,/?),9;j • By

compatibility, its limit must be the same as in

Z(i) = {{ = ({„) :   IIÉIIkü,»   E   2-l"Il|im|<0o|,

and in this last space it is clear that

(¿('».'0) — a«") - ¿(-") = z„   as «^00.
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Consequently

\\Zn\\(«,ß),qiJ = JiMj\l{m'n%,ß),c-,J

<C  lim \2l~emin{m'ni + 2l~iiminlm'nl]
~      m—>oo

= C[2x-8n + 2x~>in]

which implies that (z„) converges to 0 in ^(a>/j),?;/■

Remark2.2. Taking n equal to the unit square {(0,0),(1,0),(0,1),(1,1)},
the counterexample shows that the duality formula (2) in [12, Proposition 2.2.1]

is generally incorrect.

Although (A(a,ß),q;j)' is not an interpolation space in general, we still can

characterize it in terms of a 7<-space generated with respect to the dual TV-tuple

A' = {Al, ... , AN} :

Theorem 2.3. Let Yl - Px ■ ■ ■ Pn be a convex polygon. Let (a, ß) £ Int II , 1 <

q < oo, and l/q + l/q' = I . Assume that A = {Ax, ... , AN} is a regular N-

tuple, and let A' be the dual TV-tuple . Then (A^a¡ß),q-,j)' is a closedsubspace

°f A\a,ß),q';K and the norms coincide in (A(a,/>),?;./)'.

Proof. Given (m, n) £ 1?, we denote by Gmn the Banach space A(A) en-
dowed with the norm J(2m , 2" ; •) . We put

x = eqi2-am-i¡nGm,n)

- { ("m,n)(m,n)6Z2 :um,n £ A(^4),

Í V/?
ium,n)\\x=[    E    (2-am-^J(2m,2";um,n)y\      <00

\(m,n)eZ2 /

and

M = {(um<n) £ X :    E    um,n = 0 (convergence in ~L(A)) } .

(m,n)eZ2

By the definition of A(a^q.j , we can identify this space with the quotient

X/M . Hence, the classical result on the dual of a quotient space (see, for
example, [7, Theorem 3.10.2]) gives that

(A~ia,ß),q-Jy = (X/M)* = M±

where

M± = (f£X*:f(M) = 0}.

On the other hand, if we designate by P_m_„ the sum 2Z(A') normed by

K(2~m, 2~" ; •) , then it follows from the equality A(A)* = £(!>) that

G*m „ = F-m, _„   (equal norms) ;
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whence,
X* = V(2aM+/,"G;.„) = V(2am+/?"P-m,-„).

Next note that if f £ ML then for some / £ A(A)* we have

7=(... ,/,/,/,...).
Indeed, if / = (fm,n) e X* is not a constant sequence, there are (r, s), (i, j) £

I? and an element a £ A(A) such that fr,s(d) ¥= fij(a) • Set

a      if (m, n) - (r, s),

à = (am,„)   where am,„ = < -a   if (m, n) = (i,j),

0      otherwise.
V

Clearly ä £ M, but

7(a) =   E  /m.»(««,«) = /r,.(«)-ft.M*o.
{m, n)€Z2

Thus JfM^.
Consequently, (A(a,ß),q;j)' coincides with a subspace of ¿9<(2am+^nP_m>_„)

formed by constant sequences._ According to the definition of the Ä^-space

A'(a,ß),q';K > this means that (A(aj)q.j)' is a closed subspace of A\aß)ql-jc

and that the norms coincide in (A^a^<q.j)'.

Counterexample 2.1 shows that in general

(■A(a,ß),q;j)' # ^'(a,ß),q'\K ■
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